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Worked With Over 32,000+ Course Creators)
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HEY THERE,
LOVELY MISFITS!
Canva is one of our favorite design tools here in the Corporate Misfit
Community.
We love it so much. We used the platform to create this very booklet and
all things related to courses and coaching programs! And if you’ve ever
used Canva before, you probably get why we’re obsessed.
This friendly drag-and-drop tool lets us create pretty much any kind of
course asset with ease.
Plus, it helps us quickly get our templates created and shared with our
teammates, even if they are not designers.
Best of all, our team has cut down the time it takes to create worksheets,
video thumbnails, or even social media graphics.
Can I get a yes, yes, yes!?
That’s precisely why we put together this fabulous booklet sharing the
exact Canva templates we use for our course and coaching business.
Oh, and our clients are showcasing some of their favorite Canva templates
from our Corporate Misfit Collection.
Plus lovely, we’re loading this booklet up with extra tips (given it to you
like I like my loaded Mac’n Cheese – with bacon, chives, and
breadcrumbs…. yum).

Happy Designing!

Brittany Darrington
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Want to know how to design your online course from A-Z without a
graphic designer?

DO YOU:
Serve as a coach or consultant and are now ready to create an online
course?
Have a current course you want to revamp and get to a bigger audience?
Get bogged down with all of the details and graphics involved in course
creation?
Have a course with awesome content, but is just “eh” in its design?

AND do any of these sound like you…?
Serve as a coach or consultant and are now ready to create an online
course?
Have a current course you want to revamp and get to a bigger audience?
Get bogged down with all of the details and graphics involved in course
creation?
Have a course with awesome content, but is just “eh” in its design?

Well, boss. I've got good news for you.
Here’s how to save hours and hours and HOURS of design time AND
thousands of dollars on a graphic designer… and you can start TODAY!
Here are your new secret weapon and built-in marketing department…
Course Creator Pro
The Course, Creator Pro bundle is 400+ strategically-designed Canva dragand-drop intuitive templates for coaches and course creators. These
impeccable swipe files include webinars and masterclass slides, lead
magnets, program workbooks, thumbnails, promotion templates, and so
much more. You will no longer waste time, dollars, or frustration when
creating your online program.
Get 30% OFF Course Creator Pro!

YASSS! I NEED COURSE CREATOR PRO

Course

Worksheets

Simply add your
worksheet title, subheadline, photo, and
change the colors and
fonts to match your
program’s branding!

This template is
simple and direct,
that you can plug
your questions into it
quickly.
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BEST FOR
Coaches and course creators looking to host and webinars,
workshops, or presentations of some type. Our template from
Course Creator Pro is an incredible tool pack. It serves as a
powerful (+ profitable!) Webinar Template to launch and promote
your course AND it is the Course Template in itself! It’s fully
customizable and priceless.

TIPS
Upload your brand logo, save your brand colors, and choose from
over 120 fonts to make your presentation on-brand and
professional for work. You can also share your branded
presentations with your students as a “downloadable slide-deck.”

ALSO USE
Get started with
one of our Mock-Up
images from
Course Creator Pro
to showcase your
programs or next
steps in your
presentation.

Pinterest

Graphics

Use images that
are attractive to
the eye to
encourage
people to stop
scrolling.

Make sure your CTA is bold,
and the message is clear.
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BEST FOR
Getting noticed, get re-pinned, and blow up your website traffic
with these professionally designed templates explicitly styled for
Pinterest. If you’re looking to use this SEO platform, we have just
the templates to help you do just that.

TIPS
On Pinterest, tall images take up the most visual space in the feed.
To create engaging Pins, you can use 735 px X 1102 px. Plus, you’re
using Pinterest, there is a long lifespan, so it’s worth making
something you’re proud of and something your ideal audience will
click on.

ALSO USE
Video / Animated
Pins to help stand
out from the crowd.

Instagram

Story

/

Facebook

Story

One of the ways you
can use this feature for
marketing your courses
is to post stories about
your programs and
share about the unique
features.

You want your
audience to engage
with your post so
encourage them to
ask questions,
engage, swipe up, or
DM you.
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BEST FOR
Instagram + Facebook stories are a popular feature on the
platform. It helps keep users on the platform longer and allows
users to engage more. Having stylish story templates for sharing
your Lead Magnets, workshops, or just connecting is a must.

TIPS
When creating a story for IG or FB, make sure you keep your
brand in mind. What would your audience want to see? What
would engage your audience to interact?

ALSO USE
Think about using
bright colors to
help highlight your
offering.

Course

Success

Road

Maps

One of the ways
you can help
your audience
visualize their
success is by
providing a stepby-step roadmap.

You want to
encourage your
audience and
give them hope
when they see
the process to
get to the end of
the journey.
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BEST FOR
Helping your students or clients reach success and get massive
results. These step-by-step roadmap designs help your students
visualize their path to their destination so they can see a
transformation.

TIPS
Think through all the steps your students need to achieve. Don’t
leave anything out, and make sure your action steps are in order.

ALSO USE
Icons to design
your roadmaps You may find these
colorful icons useful
for so many things…
website, Instagram
highlights, program
images, and so
much more.

Course

Mockups

This is a perfect way to
market your programs and
give your audience a sneak
preview of what they can
expect to get in the
program.
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BEST FOR
Showcasing your course offering and turning it into a beautiful
collage is not only professional but helps your audience to see if
this is the best program for them.

TIPS
Grab your thumbnails from your program, take a few screenshots,
and plug them into your mock-up screens.

ALSO USE
Patterns and
textures in your
portal to help
create a unique
look and feel.

Facebook

Covers

Simply add your
headline, sub-headline,
photo, change the colors
and font, and you’re
ready to upload and
start promoting your
program community.

This template is simple
and direct, which is
exactly what you need to
get your community
branding across in just
one image.
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BEST FOR
When running an online program, you may be eager to build a
community for your audience on Facebook. This beautifullydesigned Facebook Group Template set will help you create
gorgeous graphics and give your Facebook group a fun, fresh look
right from the start. Use our templates to draw attention to your
call to action buttons directly below your cover on the bottom
right.

TIPS
Your Facebook cover is the first impression a new member of your
community will see. It’s super important that it speaks to who your
brand is AND the benefit the visitor will get from joining your
community.

ALSO USE
Facebook Post

Logos

All your logo needs are
clean, recognizable,
and professional
designs if you’re just
starting out. Our
templates do all of tha
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BEST FOR
Having a great logo for your course or program is an excellent way
for your customer to identify your programs. That’s why your plan
should have a professional look that is simple and memorable. The
goal of logos is to visually convey your brand’s message, identity,
and what it represents.

TIPS
When using a template for your logo, it is essential to differentiate
your brand through font and color. Ensure the logo aligns with the
overall brand you are representing. It is also vital to create multiple
versions of your logo (think about alternative logos and sub-logos).

ALSO USE
Our brand boards
to help complete
your branding from
start to finish.
Select your fonts,
colors, patterns,
and imagery. Show
your audience how
professional you are
with these fully
customizable brand
board templates &
mood board
templates.

Email

Headers

Create consistent
branding in your
email
communication
with your students.
You can use these
templates to match
your program for
recognition.
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BEST FOR
So, they've finally enrolled in your course. You want them to read
your messages, right? Use these templates to make your course
emails shine bright and have a consistent brand.

TIPS
Keep your email templates clean, so it does not distract your
audience from your essential content.

ALSO USE
Video Thumbnails help entice your audience to watch the latest
lesson in the portal or join the replay.

